EZ Series
Floor Supported Crane Systems
Ingersoll Rand’s EZ Series represents fundamentally easy-to-install, easy-to-order Floor Supported Crane Systems. The EZ Series combines industry leading articulation and rolling resistance that continues to establish Ingersoll Rand as a market leader in high-quality, safe, and valued systems. Our certified steel structure offers simple and rapid installation options which combine the best of our bridge and rail crane technologies. When choosing a crane system, the EZ Series makes your choice painless.

**Specifications**

- Capacities range from 275 up to 2000lbs
- Size ranges from 5ft Wx10ftLx 10ft H to 21FtWx30FtLx14FtH
- Bridges articulate up to 19 Degrees in either direction rolling resistance to 1% of the load
- Rail and components comply with ANSI B30.11 and do not exceed L/450

**Ideal for many Industries...**

Bottle/Beverage Distribution  
Assembly  
Aerospace  
Foundries
Standard Bridge Beam Lengths
5-30 ft.

Standard Heights
10-12-14 ft.

Model Code
Example: E 0000 00 000 - 00

Floor Support
Capacity in lbs
Bridge length in feet
Runway Length in feet
Bridge underclearance in feet

For in-depth Market Kit Information, go to:
Ingersoll Rand (NYSE:IR) advances the quality of life by creating and sustaining safe, comfortable and efficient environments. Our people and our family of brands—including Club Car®, Ingersoll Rand®, Schlage®, Thermo King® and Trane®—work together to enhance the quality and comfort of air in homes and buildings; transport and protect food and perishables; secure homes and commercial properties; and increase industrial productivity and efficiency. Ingersoll Rand products range from complete compressed air systems, tools and pumps to material handling systems. The diverse and innovative products, services and solutions enhance our customers’ energy efficiency, productivity and operations. We are a $14 billion global business committed to a world of sustainable progress and enduring results. For more information, visit ingersollrand.com.

Ingersoll Rand, IR and the IR logo are trademarks of Ingersoll Rand, its subsidiaries and/or affiliates. All other trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

WARNING: This equipment is not designed for transporting people or lifting loads above people. It is the user’s responsibility to determine the suitability of this product for any particular use and to check compliance with applicable regulations. Before installation, see maintenance and operations manual for additional warnings and precautions.

Nothing contained on these pages is intended to extend any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, regarding the product described herein. Any such warranties or other terms and conditions of sale of products shall be in accordance with Ingersoll Rand’s standard terms and conditions of sale for such products, which are available upon request.

Product improvement is a continuing goal at Ingersoll Rand. Designs and specifications are subject to change without notice or obligation.
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